Call for Lange Nacht der kurzen Stücke
The dance scene in and around Karlsruhe
The dance scene in Karlsruhe and surrounding region will be represented, in the
annual dance festival, on two evenings by the “Lange Nacht der kurzen Stücke”.
“Lange Nacht der kurzen Stücke” is a program, that has been part of the annual
dance festival „Tanz Karlsruhe“ since its foundation. You can find more information
on “Tanz Karlsruhe” and Kulturzentrum Tempel via the following link:
http://www.kulturverein-tempel.de/index.php?id=840
We are seeking short pieces with our main focus on modern, contemporary dance and
dance theatre, with a maximum length of 10 min from choreographers or dancers
from Karlsruhe or from the surrounding region.
We look forward to receiving new applicants as well as those that have shown there
work in the past. For the first time we actively encourage the dance scene from
regions beyond the Rhine in France and Switzerland to apply. This is made possible by
the Upper Rhine Conference.

Information
Lange Nacht der Kurzen Stücke in the context of „Tanz Karlsruhe“
Lange Nacht Spezial “Grenzenlos”
Venue:
Kulturzentrum Tempel
Scenario Halle
Hardtstraße 37 a
D-76185 Karlsruhe / Germany
Rehearsals:
Thursday, 24.11.22

Friday, 25.11.22

afternoon onwards: Lighting rehearsal/spacing
(Dancers from Karlsruhe and close by)
(Stage rehearsal max. 15 min per piece)
morning onwards: Lighting rehearsal/spacing
(Dancers from Karlsruhe and close by / Dancers with longer
journey)
(Stage rehearsal max. 15 min per piece)
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Performances:
Friday, 25.11.22
Saturday, 26.11.22

7pm Performance
7pm Performance

Fee:
300 Euro per group for: rehearsal and two performances
Travel and accomodation:
For groups with a longer journey, travel expenses may be refunded, please contact
us. Groups from the Upper Rhine region in Switzerland and France will be granted
accommodation.
Stage Scenario Halle:
Here you can download the stage plan. Bemassung_tanzfestival_tempel.pdf :
http://www.kulturverein-tempel.de/index.php?id=97
Deadline:
19/06/2022
To: Daria Schirmer
Mail: d.schirmer@kulturzentrum-tempel.de
Subject: Call for Lange Nacht der Kurzen Stücke „Grenzenlos“
Application Material:
 completed application form via mail deadline 19/06/2022
 Video material (also of old pieces)
 Photo (for program)
 Short curriculum vitae
Application criteria:
 From the region:




Choreographer or dancer must be from Karlsruhe or the
region (Baden-Württemberg/upper rhine) or has his/her
work space there.
Length of the piece: The at most length of 10 min may not be overrun.
Availability:
24-26/11/22
Documents:
Entire application material via mail till 19/06/2022

With friendly support by the Upper Rhine Conference.
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